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As legal nurse consultants we review many cases that involve the development and treatment of pres-

sure ulcers. Pressure ulcers are viewed as a quality-of-care indicator. Reducing healthcare-associated
pressure ulcers is a Joint Commission National Patient Safety Goal (The Joint Commission. National
Patient Safety Goals 2008). Although pressure ulcers are considered a multidisciplinary issue, nurses,

typically the primary caregivers do and wil shoulder the burden of 
preventing the development of pres-

sure ulcers in both hospitals and long-term care facilities.

The care of a patient in any setting should be a multi-disciplinary approach. The same is true in the
prevention of skin breakdown. When reviewing a case that involves such a patient, we look at many
different elements, from the risks factors the patient possessed to the environmental issues of staftng

ratios, treatment/supplies available, etc.

You may have seen some of the photos of people with grossly open wounds that can encompass a

large surface area and reach down to the bone. One may ask how this can happen. Didn't anyone
notice there was a problem before it got to this point? Did the doctor know? Did the patient experi-
ence pain?

What is a pressure ulcer? Why do they occur?

A pressure ulcer or decubitus (meaning "lying down") according to the National Pressure Ulcer
Advisory Panel (NPUAP), 1989 is a "localized injury to the skin and/or underlying tissue usually

over a bony prominence, as a result of pressure, or pressure in combination with shear and/or fric-

tion".

There are certain factors that increase one's risk for developing a pressure ulcer including: immobil-
ity, impaired sensation, poor nutritional and hydration status, moisture, incontinence (bowel and

bladder), age (the elderly are more prone) and mental confusion or level of consciousness. Patients

at risk for skin breakdown or development of a pressure ulcer must be identified promptly so that
preventative measures can be taken. Providing care that minimizes the risks is the best defense.

Once an area on the skin has broken down, even after healing, it will never be as strong as it once
was.
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STAGE 1

Stage I:
Intact skin with non-
blanchable redness of a
localized area usually over
a bony prominence.
Darkly pigmented skin
may not have visible
blanching; its color may
differ from the surround-
ing area. The area may be
painful, firm, soft, warmer
or cooler as compared to
adjacent tissue.

Stage II:
Partial thickness loss
of dermis presenting
as a shallow open ulcer
with a red pink wound
bed, without slough.
May also present as an
intact or open/
ruptured serum-filled
blister.
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Pressure Ulcers (cont.)

"Individuals should be assessed on admission to acute care and rehabilitation

hospitals, nursing homes, home care programs, and other health care facili-
ties. A systematic risk assessment can be accomplished by using a validated
risk assessment tool such as the Braden Scale or Norton Scale. Pressure ulcer
risk should be reassessed periodically. All assessments ofrisk should be
documented." "AHCPR (Agency for Health Care Policy and Research) Sup-
ported Clinical Practice Guidelines"

When an area on the skin has been identified as reddened or broken, it should
be assessed and objective findings documented. The clinical profession util-
izes a staging system to identify the size and appearance of the area. (See

diagrams)

The staging system does not include a stage for granulating (healing) pressure
ulcers. The NPUAP cautions that the pressure ulcer staging system should
not be used to "reverse stage" pressure ulcers. This isn't what happens
physiologically in a healing ulcer. A healing pressure ulcer fills with granula-
tion tissue and becomes progressively shallower but does not replace any lost
muscle, fat, or dermis. According to the NPUAP: When a stage IV ulcer has
healed, it should be classified as a healed Stage IV pressure ulcer, not a Stage
I pressure ulcer. I f a pressure ulcer reopens in the same anatomical site, it

retains its original stage. In other words, "once a Stage IV, always a Stage
IV."
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Unstageable:
Full thickness tissue
loss in which the base of
the ulcer is covered by
slough and/or eschar in
the wound bed.
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Stage IV:

Full thickness tissue
loss with exposed bone,
tendon, or muscle.
Often includes under-
mining and tunneling.
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Stage III:
Full thickness tissue
loss. Subcutaneous
but bone, tendon, or
muscle are not. May
include undermining
and tunneling.
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Factors that adversely affect wound healing can be
remembered by using the mnemonic device:

Didn't Heal

. D= Diabetes: the long term effects of diabetes

impair wound healing by diminishing sensation and

arterial inflow.

. I = Infection

. D = Drugs

. N = Nutritional problems: Protein-calorie malnutri-

tion and deficiencies of vitamins A, C, and zinc

impair normal wound-healing mechanisms.

. T = Tissue necrosis: resulting from local or systemic

ischemia or radiation injury impairs wound healing.

. H = Hypoxia: Inadequate tissue oxygenation

. E = Excessive tension on wound edges: this leads to

tissue ischemia and necrosis.

. A = Another wound: Competition between several

healing areas for the substrates required for wound

healing impairs wound healing at all sites.

. L = Low temperature: the relatively low tissue

temperature in the distal aspects of the upper and

lower extremities is responsible for slower healing of

wounds at these sites.

Wound care. emedicine. Richard M. Stilman, MD.
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